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1Government’s response to the Select Committee
1. We welcome the report of the Select Committee on the White Paper
Higher Standards, Better Schools for All.  We are particularly pleased that the
Committee was able to publish its report before the introduction of the
Education and Inspections Bill that will, subject to Parliament, give legislative
effect to many of the proposals contained in the White Paper.
2. As well as the Committee’s report, we have had representations from
and discussions with a number of key stakeholders.  We are clear that, almost
without exception, there is agreement to the aims and objectives of the White
Paper: namely, excellence and equity for all.
3. We believe that our radical programme of investment and reform has led
to significant improvements over the last eight years.  This year saw the
highest standards we have ever achieved at every Key Stage.  And, just as
importantly, it is schools in the most deprived areas that have been improving
the fastest.  However, we are equally clear that it would be wrong to rest upon
these achievements whilst, for example, more than seven out of every ten
children in receipt of free school meals fail to achieve five or more good
GCSEs.
4. We are pleased that the Select Committee accepted the key building
blocks of the White Paper.  In particular, the report welcomes reforms on
personalisation, on discipline and behaviour and on improving the quality of
teaching and leadership through better professional development and ongoing
workforce reform.   However, we would dispute the Committee’s classification
of “in-school” reforms and its implication that other reforms will not improve
classroom practice.  All of the reforms set out in the White Paper are designed
to have a positive impact on classroom practice and on pupils’ learning and
attainment.  It is widely accepted that the quality of the head teacher has a
significant impact on standards – we believe that the quality of governance,
the quality of local strategic leadership and, most importantly, the active
involvement of parents can also play a central role in raising standards for all.
5. By creating the right classroom environment and equipping teachers with
the right skills, these changes will help to deliver a more individually tailored
education for every child. Teachers know that children in every class learn in
different ways. In the best schools, they use assessment and their knowledge
of their pupils to tailor the curriculum and their teaching approaches.  We want
every school to do this well - and the White Paper set out our plans to support
them by providing resources and training to deliver the key ingredients of a
tailored education.
6. In particular, it is important that all schools offer small group or individual
tuition for pupils who need to catch up in English and Maths; exciting
opportunities to stretch their brightest pupils; and targeted support for groups
that may underachieve, such as children with SEN, those from some ethnic
minorities or looked after children. We are providing £625m by 2007-08 to
enable them to do this, together with extensive training, guidance and expert
support through the National Strategies and other partners.
27. We strong ly agr ee wit h the Commit tee th at the se pro posals should dire ctly
and benef icially affe ct eve ry child at school in En gland.  Providing a tailored
edu cation is th e key to ena bling ever m ore ch ildren to fu lfil t heir p otential.  I t will
ensure th at the stand ards p upils achieve cont inue t o rise whate ver th eir
backgroun d and whiche ver school t hey at tend – and it will help to bre ak the link
bet ween a child ’s backgroun d and their chance s of success at school.
8. By creating a new statutory right for school staff to discipline pupils, we
will ensure that schools have the fundamental authority they need to maintain
an orderly climate of learning.  This will provide essential protection to school
staff from the minority of pupils and parents who do not wish to accept the
school’s authority.  It will be underpinned by the other disciplinary measures
we are taking on pupil exclusions and parental responsibility - in particular, the
measures to ensure that excluded pupils are not wandering the streets and
that they receive alternative educational provision much sooner.  Schools will
have greater powers to engage parents through the strengthened measures
on parental contracts and orders and the new requirement for a reintegration
interview at the end of a fixed-term exclusion.  This reflects the advice in last
October’s report from the Practitioners’ Group on School Behaviour and
Discipline.  We welcome the Committee’s support for the way we are taking
this forward.
9. We welcome the Select Committee’s acknowledgement of the absolutely
critical role of the school workforce, and of the need to ensure that teachers
are appropriately trained, developed and rewarded. We now have both more
teachers – 431,800 (FTE) in 2005 teachers compared to 399,180 (FTE) in
1997 – and dramatically more support staff in our schools – 148,500 (FTE) in
2005, compared to 61,260 (FTE) in 1997.
10. We are continuing to work with our social partners in the Workforce
Agreement Monitoring Group (WAMG) to ensure the National Agreement on
Raising Standards and Tackling Workload is fully implemented.  And we are
working with both the Training and Development Agency for Schools and the
National College for School Leadership to ensure that everyone in the school team
is able to play their full part in raising standards of teachers and learning.
11. Our commitment to making every school a good school is central to the
White Paper, and to our vision of a school system that delivers both
excellence and equity.  The proposals we set out on raising the bar on school
performance draw on existing best practice to enhance and simplify the
powers and responsibilities of local authorities to address failure and
underperformance among their schools.
12. As a result of these proposed changes, we believe that schools will
receive earlier and better targeted support to ensure that underperformance
does not become entrenched; that schools that go into Special Measures or
receive a Notice to Improve make faster and more sustainable progress; and
that, where such schools make inadequate progress, decisive action is taken
to safeguard pupils' education and life chances. In combination these
measures have the potential to achieve a step-change in the performance of
some of our lowest achieving schools and deliver real benefits for pupils.
313. We welcome, therefore, the Select Committee’s endorsement for the
value of diversity and for the development of Trusts within a framework that
delivers fairness.  The White Paper is built upon the principle of devolving as
much day-to-day decision making to schools as we can, within a clearly
established framework.  We want schools to be empowered to link with
external partners, other schools and educational bodies, and to have the
flexibility to develop the most appropriate governance arrangements for that
purpose.
14. That is the essence of the Trust school model: it brings together the
freedoms of foundation schools, the governance of voluntary aided schools
and the external partners that have brought new support to specialist schools
and Academies, but extends those opportunities to all schools.  Trust schools
will, in law, be foundation schools with a foundation – and like all foundation
schools, they will own their assets, employ their own staff and set their own
admission arrangements within the strengthened statutory framework.
15. However, as the White Paper made clear, schools cannot exist in a
vacuum.  As well as devolving decisions to the most appropriate level, we
must also give local authorities the right strategic powers to ensure that all
parents and pupils in the community benefit.  These are not mutually
exclusive propositions, as some people fear. We are grateful to the
Committee for their suggestions about the way we might clarify several issues
to ensure that the balance is correctly struck.
16. The Committee’s report states that they will judge the White Paper by
the impact that it has on driving up standards for the most disadvantaged
children. We share this key aim, as the Secretary of State made clear when
she gave evidence to the Select Committee.  We agree that we must do more
to reduce inequalities within the education system.  As stated above,
personalisation and the support of good teachers and head teachers will be
our main driver, but we are also committed to improving the current system of
parental preference so that it offers fairer access for all. We welcome,
therefore, the Select Committee’s support for the proposals for choice advice
and for an extended offer of free transport for the most disadvantaged pupils.
17. We will turn to the detailed recommendations shortly.  However, the
Committee, in the summary to their report, posited three key areas where





18. The Select Committee’s report endorsed the broad concept of Trust
schools as set out in the White Paper.  As we have seen in the increasing
interest from head teachers and potential partners, the potential of Trusts is
one that offers exciting new possibilities to schools.
419. Trust schools are, in law, foundation schools with a foundation.  They
are part of the local authority family of maintained schools and, as such, are
subject to fair funding and to the full accountability regime.  They will have the
freedoms that foundation schools currently enjoy.  In addition, a Trust will be
able to apply to the Secretary of State for additional freedoms under the
Power to Innovate that would then be available to all of the schools
associated with it.
20. We want all schools to have the ability to acquire a Trust, but we are
clear that this must be subject to local consultation.  Where a local authority
believes that the acquisition of a Trust may have a detrimental impact on
standards or that proper consultation has not been held, it may refer the
decision to the Schools Adjudicator.
21. We have noted the suggestions made by the Select Committee on how
further to strengthen safeguards against inappropriate Trusts and we will
develop mechanisms to ensure that the fullest possible information is
available to schools interested in acquiring a Trust.  The Schools
Commissioner will be able to advise schools and local authorities on the track
record of particular Trusts. This will help to avoid inappropriate Trusts seeking
to work with schools. The Secretary of State will also have a reserve power to
remove trustees.
22. Where the school agrees, a Trust will be able to appoint the majority of
governors. Of course, there will be many cases where the Trust and the
school will not want this to be the case.  We believe that this is an issue best
left to schools and parents to decide and not for Government to impose from
the centre.
23. However, we recognise that there should be some safeguards to deal
with changing circumstances.  The White Paper set out how local authorities
would be able to remove a Trust in circumstances of school failure.  We will
also develop mechanisms to allow a school, where there is real dissatisfaction
at the performance of the Trust, to change Trust or become a self-governing
foundation school.
24. The Select Committee is rightly concerned that publicly-funded assets
will be protected.  We share that concern and we know it is an issue of
concern to many local authorities. We believe that the system we will put in
place amounts, in effect, to a leasehold-type arrangement, but without the
bureaucracy that would be required to reach thousands of individual leasehold
agreements.
25. Where a school decides to acquire a Trust, most assets will
automatically transfer to the Trust.  However, there may be some local
authority assets attached to a school that are not needed by the school or that
are currently used by other organisations.  Local authorities will be able to
agree with schools whether any such assets should be held back from the
transfer.  Where there is disagreement, the Adjudicator will sort out any
disputes.
526. We will also ensure that when a Trust school wishes to dispose of non
playing-field land, it must inform the local authority, who will be able to object
or to claim a share of the proceeds. Local authorities will also be able to make
proposals to use any surplus land held by Trusts for other children’s services.
Where agreement cannot be reached, the Schools Adjudicator will play a
similar mediation role.  Any proceeds from disposals must be used for capital
investment for the purpose of improving education at the school.  The same
rigorous restrictions on playing field disposal will apply to Trust schools as
they do all other maintained schools, where the Secretary of State’s
permission is required.
27. Finally, assets will revert back to the governing body in the case of a
trust being removed; or the local authority in the case of school closure
(except where Trust originally provided the land).
28. Schools acquiring Trusts will also inherit the contractual benefits and
liabilities of their predecessor schools, including PFI contracts and individual
agreements with local authorities to contribute to the unitary charge.  This will
include contracts that the school has entered into with the local authority or
with another body for the provision of any facilities management (FM) services
such as cleaning, catering or security, or where there is access to facilities
such as a leisure centre.
29. The Committee also expressed some concerns about the role of the
Schools Commissioner in relation to Trusts. The Commissioner will help to
facilitate links between schools and potential Trusts, as a broker, focusing his
or her efforts on disadvantaged communities to ensure that they can benefit
from Trusts.  The Schools Commissioner will not decide any school
organisation matters – that will be for local authorities (with, in some cases,
appeals to the Schools Adjudicator). Decisions about the acquisition of Trusts
will be taken by schools themselves.
30. As we set out in the White Paper, the Schools Commissioner will support
and encourage local authorities in carrying out their new duties with regard to
choice, diversity, fair access and responsiveness to parents.  The Schools
Commissioner will also be responsible for two-yearly reviews of how well the
admissions system is working and serving all children. This will cover levels of
segregation and whether pupils from disadvantaged backgrounds are able to
secure places at their preferred schools.
Local Authorities
31. The White Paper sees a strengthened strategic role for local authorities
within an environment where schools have more autonomy and freedom on
day-to-day issues.  Local authorities will act as commissioners of school
provision and as the champions of parents and pupils in their area,
responding appropriately to their needs. This is an extension of the role set
out for local authorities in Every Child Matters, and the forthcoming Bill places
a new duty on the governing body of maintained schools to have regard to the
views of parents and to the relevant Children and Young People’s Plan in their
conduct of the school.
632. This applies for instance to school expansion – an issue the Select
Committee touched upon. The current position is that the Department’s
guidance to decision makers includes a presumption in favour of school
expansion – because we believe good schools should be able to offer places
to more pupils should they wish to do so.  We recognise that many schools do
not wish to expand – that is why we also want to encourage good schools to
extend their influence through forming federations and shared Trusts, working
with groups of schools.  The change in the White Paper in relation to
expansion is that the local authority will take responsibility for school
organisation decisions, rather than the School Organisation Committee - with
the Schools Adjudicator continuing to settle any disputes. Of course, in
reaching any decision the local authority (and the Adjudicator) will continue to
take into account the impact on overall standards in an area, which may
include effects on neighbouring schools and value for money.
33. Local authorities are also able to set out their strategic plans for numbers
of schools and school places as part of their Children and Young People’s
Plan.  We would expect the Schools Adjudicator to take account of this
material in looking at any contested issues around school organisation,
including any proposals for school expansion referred to him.
34. A key feature of the White Paper is that the local authority increasingly
acts as a commissioner, rather than a provider, of schools. The local authority
will have a very powerful role in being able to set out, when commissioning a
new school, the community that the school should serve and clear
expectations in terms of matters such as the provision of extended services.
35. The White Paper made clear that local authorities could propose a new
foundation school, including in situations where no other suitable promoter
could be found.  We have also stated that local authorities should be able to
act as a minority partner in a school Trust.  However, in these circumstances,
it would clearly be wrong for the local authority to be both promoter and
decision-maker in a school competition: the competition would, therefore, fall
to be decided by the Adjudicator.
36. We have carefully considered the Select Committee’s view that there
may be occasions where a community school might be the best option to
meet local needs. In some places, there may be a strong case for this based
on parental views, track record and other relevant practical issues. It is
important that local authorities seriously consider all alternatives to secure the
best education for their community, however, and not just promote local
authority community schools as the default option.
37. Therefore, if a local authority wishes to enter a community school in a
competition, they should seek the consent of the Secretary of State, who will
want to ensure that the competition is genuinely open.  In these
circumstances, the competition would be judged by the Schools Adjudicator,
rather than the local authority.  In doing so, the Adjudicator would take into
account the track record of the local authority in terms of educational
performance, the degree of diversity in the local school system and parental
preference.
738. The reason the Secretary of State is involved is because the Adjudicator
cannot both rule on whether a community school proposal should be allowed
and be the decider of the competition.  Where a local authority with a good
track record in education proposes a community school that will command the
support of parents, the Secretary of State will not normally intervene.
Admissions
39. We agree with the Committee’s view that it is essential that we have a
system of fair admissions that delivers for all pupils. Indeed the White Paper
referred to the importance of fair admissions and the Admissions Code on
more than 20 separate occasions.
40. We will ensure that this is translated into law so that it is absolutely clear
that no Trust school or any other maintained school can introduce any new
selection by academic ability.
41. The Committee suggested that there should be a Code on admissions
that can be enforced.  We agree - it has always been our intention that the
Code should have real force.  The Select Committee shares our view that it
would be impractical simply to “translate” the Code into legislation.  But we
are concerned that recent legal judgements may have weakened the
perceived force of the Code, so we will strengthen the law so that admission
authorities must “act in accordance” with it, rather than having to have
“regard” to it.  This change will enable us to set out, in a revised Code,
practices that may not form part of schools’ admission arrangements, as well
as those that are acceptable.
42. It is already clear in the Code that interviewing, as a covert means of
selection by background, is bad practice. The Churches accept this too – and
they supported the decision to say that there should be no interviewing in the
2003 Code. To make this absolutely clear, we will legislate for a ban on
interviewing, as the Select Committee report suggests. It will continue to be
permissible for maintained boarding schools to interview to assess suitability
for boarding only.
43. The Committee also suggested that we should strengthen the role of
local partners in monitoring admissions and in making objections to the
Schools Adjudicator.  This would help to make a reality of fair access and to
ensure that local admission arrangements serve the interests of all children.
44. We believe that the best way to move forward on fair access is through
the existing Admission Forums. The Admission Forum brings together the
local authority, representatives of all categories of school (including
foundation schools and Academies) and the churches to discuss local
admissions policies.  We propose to increase their powers, widen their
membership and strengthen their organisational arrangements, including the
way that they reach decisions.
845. In future, all schools in an area will be entitled to be members of the
Admission Forum.  They will discuss their proposed admission arrangements
each year. The Admission Forum, as now, will monitor whether the
admissions arrangements of the local authority and schools in its area are
consistent with the Admissions Code.  Where it considers a school is not
following the Code, we will give the Forum a new power to refer that school’s
arrangements to the Adjudicator, if a simple majority of the Forum wishes to
do so. At present, that power is only available to the local authority and
schools.
46. All admission authorities must already take into account advice provided
by the Admission Forum – for example, in cases where a group of children
appear to be getting a raw deal as a result of the interaction of the admissions
policies of several local schools. The Adjudicator will take this advice into
account and the extent to which a school had responded to it when
considering an objection to that school’s admission arrangements.
47. We will also give Admission Forums the power to produce an annual
report setting out the detail of local admission arrangements, how they impact
on fair access and how particular groups are faring. It would be wrong for the
Forum to seek to set quotas for different types of children in each school, but
this report may include details of FSM and other characteristics of intake in
each school, such as ethnic composition.  The Schools Commissioner would
draw upon those reports as well as national data already collected in drawing
up his or her two-yearly national review of fair access.
48. As we set out in the White Paper, we will make it easier for schools to
adopt banding to ensure that the pupils admitted are representative of all
levels of ability. This can help children obtain entry to schools for which they
might not otherwise have had an opportunity had distance been the main
criterion.  Banding can reduce inequalities by giving disadvantaged parents
easier access to a wider choice of good schools.
9Response to individual recommendations
Recommendation 5: The DfES needs to provide more detail on its plans
for funding personalised learning, and in particular how it will ensure
that funding is used for its intended purpose. The department also
needs to give much more careful consideration to the changes in Initial
Teacher Training and the amount of in-service training which will be
required to make personalised learning a reality.
Local authorities have received guidance on the funding earmarked for
personalisation in Dedicated Schools Grant and the Standards Fund, in 2006-
07 and 2007-08. This funding will be allocated according to prior attainment,
as well as deprivation and total pupil numbers.  Delivering personalised
learning requires, by definition, different approaches in each school, so we are
not compelling schools to use the funding for specific purposes.  Local
authorities, the National Strategies and the new School Improvement Partners
will provide extensive advice and support to schools to help them identify
which of their pupils are underperforming and plan tailored learning to meet
their needs.  These proposals also build on the vision set out in the 14 – 19
White Paper of a phase in which young people can choose from a range of
options suited to their needs and delivered through collaboration and local
partnership.
The National Strategies are refreshing their existing support materials and
developing a range tools to help school leaders, teachers and teaching
assistants to tailor learning effectively. This will include training teachers to be
expert in intervention in English and maths for children who have fallen behind
age-expectations, and teachers to be expert in teaching gifted and talented
children. One teacher will be trained in each of these areas in every
secondary school, and every primary school will have access to such a
teacher through a local network.  Details of the National Strategies’ plans for
support and in-service training in 2006-07 are currently under consideration,
and will be publicised to local authorities and schools in the Spring.
We are already looking at any wider changes that could be required to Initial
Teacher Training and in-service training to enable schools to make
personalised learning a reality. We are looking not just at the contribution of
teachers but of the whole school team.  The White Paper positions the
Training and Development Agency for Schools (TDA) as the Department’s
modernisation agency and in respect of personalised learning the TDA is
already:
• Updating the professional standards for teachers, which will in turn
inform the provision of new, or modification of existing, training. The
revised standards will ensure that the need to offer personalised
learning for pupils is reflected on entry to the profession, through
securing Qualified Teacher Status (QTS) and on through Excellent
Teacher and Advanced Skills Teacher roles;
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• Exploring the further contribution that support staff, including Higher
Level Teaching Assistants (HLTAs), could make to supporting
personalised learning for the full range of pupils who would benefit
from it.
 
Recommendation 7: If the Government wishes to address educational
disadvantage, it needs to take seriously the problem of the under-
representation of minority ethnic groups in the gifted and talented
programme to ensure that implementation of its policy does guard
against stereotypes and unintended consequences.
Recommendation 8: Their needs also have to be specifically addressed
in personalised learning.
Government policy on gifted and talented education starts from the principle
that ability is evenly distributed within the population. It follows that the
proportion of gifted and talented pupils from minority ethnic backgrounds
should be the same as the proportion of gifted and talented learners amongst
white pupils. DfES guidance is that, when identifying their gifted and talented
populations, schools should ensure that they are broadly representative of the
whole school population by gender, ethnic and socio-economic background.
Figures provided to the Select Committee by Professor Gilborn were drawn
from the evaluation ‘Minority Ethnic Pupils and Excellence in Cities: Final
Report’ by Kendall, Rutt and Schagen, 2005, and related to 2002.
Involvement of ethnic minority pupils in 2003, reported in the same evaluation,
was much more positive.  In that year, the report states:
“there were relatively small differences between ethnic groups in the
proportion of pupils being identified as gifted and talented and indeed
for this cohort the highest proportion of gifted and talented pupils was
for those from Black African backgrounds. While some of this may
represent short-term variation between cohorts, it also suggests that
schools may have been increasing their repertoire of strategies used to
identify gifted and talented pupils.”
We recognise that the identification of underachieving gifted and talented
learners, who may be more likely to come from disadvantaged or minority
ethnic backgrounds, is not straightforward for schools. We are tackling this
directly through the commitment in the White Paper to set up a National
Register of gifted and talented learners. The Register will provide a rich mix of
data to schools to help them identify their gifted and talented pupils. There will
be updated guidance to schools on identification of gifted and talented
learners. We are also developing direct support for disadvantaged gifted and
talented populations, through NAGTY’s ‘Goal’ sponsorship fund and through
projects for Black and Minority Ethnic learners and looked after children.
The White Paper recognises that the particular needs of gifted and talented
children with special educational needs should be addressed within the
Government’s personalised education strategy. This will be achieved in part
by ensuring that the improvements to gifted and talented education set out in
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the White Paper are fully inclusive, and that the action programme to support
SEN also takes full account of the needs of the most able. Building on the
recently published NAGTY Paper on ‘Children with Multiple Exceptionalities’,
we will explore what further action is necessary to help educators and schools
deal with particularly complex cases.
Recommendation 10: We recommend that detailed consideration be
given to training teachers for the most challenging schools and to ways
of supporting them in their teaching career.
The Government agrees that there are particular issues that teachers in
challenging schools face and has already recognised the need to train
teachers appropriately. There are already many initiatives in initial teacher
training (ITT), continuing professional development (CPD) and in training the
whole school team that relate directly to meeting the needs of pupils in
challenging schools – including supporting training in diversity, English as an
Additional Language, behaviour and citizenship.
As part of its work to revise and update the professional standards for
teachers, the Training and Development Agency (TDA) is exploring both
international evidence and existing best practice to see whether or not there
should be specific standards relating to practice in schools facing challenging
circumstances. The revised standards are being fully consulted upon. The
standards will drive a thorough review of the training that is offered both in
Initial Teacher Training and as part of continuing professional development.
We are also ensuring that teachers working in challenging circumstances and
making an important contribution towards pupil achievement are suitably
rewarded. More effective performance management should ensure that the
greatest rewards go to those teachers contributing most, with robust and
intelligent arrangements providing the evidence to assess the contributions
individuals have made and to take into account the context in which those
contributions were made.
Whilst the overall vacancy rate for head-teachers is low – currently 0.8% – we
agree the importance of having good succession planning in schools and of
ensuring appropriate training is available for head teachers of challenging
schools.  The National College for School Leadership (NCSL) is developing
the National Leaders of Education scheme to develop the skills of our best
school leaders so that their experience and knowledge can raise standards
across the wider school system, including in our most complex schools. This
complements work being done by the NCSL to develop a model of school
leadership in challenging urban environments.
In addition, the Secretary of State has welcomed the STRB’s recommendation
for an independent study into school leadership, which will provide a sound
evidence base for future policy development, such as around leading
challenging schools and succession planning.  We have also asked the NCSL
for early advice on how succession planning could be improved and to work
with governor associations and other key partners, including local authorities,
to develop advice to chairs of governors on recruitment, selection and
succession planning.
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Recommendation 11: We recommend that the Government looks
urgently at setting a minimum entitlement in teachers’ timetables,
particularly in primary schools, for continuing personal development
and such training.
The Government recognises the need for continuing professional
development (CPD) to be a feature of – and entitlement for – everyone in the
school team: head teachers, teachers and support staff. However, we do not
support the idea of timetabling a minimum amount of CPD.
In practical terms, it would be:
• bureaucratic – requiring potentially substantial disruption to teaching
and learning;
• expensive – requiring more cover arrangements to be put in place,
placing additional demands on resources, teachers and support staff;
• inefficient – it fails to recognise the need for staff to access training as
part of on-going performance development, it doesn’t link the allocated
time to either the availability of required training or to the quality of
training, and it fails to recognise how problematic it would be to identify
what the timetabled amount would need to be given the wide variation
of needs that exist.
We also consider that the idea of timetabling CPD directly contradicts the
approach that we have developed with our partners – improved performance
management, with improved opportunities for progression, based on
demonstrating relevant professional standards. Building the capacity of
schools to improve both the performance and development of teachers – and
enabling teachers to recognise their needs and access high quality, relevant
CPD – is the approach that we think will best link the needs of teachers to the
context of their school and the needs of pupils.
Recommendation 14: We recommend that the Government should
publish a list of bodies it considers appropriate to act as Trust
sponsors. It should also publish details of those organisations which
have been approved by the DfES.
We will develop mechanisms to ensure that the fullest possible information is
available to schools interested in acquiring a Trust.  The Schools
Commissioner will be able to advise schools and local authorities on the track
record of particular Trusts.  In doing so, he or she will maintain a list of Trust
partners, although this would not be exhaustive. We believe that this will help
to avoid inappropriate Trusts seeking to work with schools.  We will also
disqualify certain categories of people from becoming involved in school
Trusts and give the Secretary of State a reserve power to remove trustees.
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It will be for schools to decide which external partners might best support
outcomes for their schools. It is crucial that schools have all the information
they need to make these decisions, but we must avoid bureaucracy that
would make life harder for local community-based Trusts. Where there remain
serious concerns about the acquisition of a particular Trust, the governing
body’s decision may be referred to the Schools Adjudicator by the local
authority.  While we hope that involvement of a Trust will be long-term and
sustainable, it will be possible for the local authority to remove a Trust in
circumstances of school failure.
Recommendation 15: We believe it is essential that Trusts do operate in
a collaborative fashion and that Government embeds in any legislation
requirements for this to be monitored at local and national level.
Rec ommend ation 31: We recommend t hat Trust sc hools should be gi ven
the duty to spread go od pra ctice and de monstrate co llaboration across the
loc al aut hority area, and t hat th eir pe rforma nce in this regard shoul d be
mon itored by lo cal au thorit ies, w ho wou ld rep ort to the Schools 
Commissio ner to produ ce an annual report to Parliament an d to DfES.
I t will be im po rt an t t ha t T ru st s collab or at e a nd wo rk with o t he r sch oo ls lo ca lly,
a nd we belie ve th at Tr ust sta tu s will m ake this easie r, bu t we do n o t be lie ve 
t ha t le g isla t io n to en fo r ce t his is necessa r y.  All sch o ols are a lr e ad y sub je ct to 
cle ar e xpe ct a tion s wit h reg ar d to co lla bo ra t io n. In de ed , t he fo rt hco ming Bill will
a llow m aint ain ed scho ols to co lla bo ra t e fo r ma lly wit h Fur th er Ed uca tion 
colle ge s, as th ey ca n alr ea dy d o wit h o th er ma in t aine d sch oo ls. Ma ny a lre ad y
p la y an active ro le in sp re ad in g g oo d p ra ct ice .  Re qu ir ing scho ols and lo ca l
a ut ho rit ie s to re po r t to th e Sch oo ls Co mm issio ne r o n th e ir p r og re ss in 
e st ab lishing co llab o ra tio n wo uld r ep r esen t an ad d it io na l b ur d en t ha t cou ld
d istr act f ro m t he b u sine ss of e sta blish in g eff ect ive lo cal wo rkin g arr an g em en ts. 
Recommendation 16: If Trusts are formed, it should be a requirement
that all parent governors on a Trust school governing body should be
elected by parents of children at the school.
We will continue to require that at least one third of all governing bodies,
including Trust and VA schools, should be made up of parents of pupils at the
school, at least one of whom must be elected.  It is up to governing bodies to
decide their precise composition, in line with the relevant regulations.  Where
a Trust appoints a majority of governors, there will be scope for them to have
more than one elected parent, should they so wish.
Recommendation 17: We recommend, therefore, the model of a
federation of two or more schools as the preferred option for the
development of the Trust school concept.
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We would expect federation to be a central part of the way Trusts would work.
However, there is no single blueprint for a Trust.  Possible models could
involve an individual school working with a single Trust, a group of local
schools working with a Trust, or a group of schools spread throughout the
country working with a Trust.  We want to encourage collaboration between
schools and partners in a manner that is most suited to their individual needs.
Rec ommend ation 18: Gi ven th e Secretary of Sta te’s s tateme nt tha t scho ols
wil l not be bri bed or coerc ed int o beco ming T rust s chools , and given the
lac k of e nthusi asm we have found in the cours e of t he inq uiry f or sch ools
to become Trust s, we believ e that the Schools Commi ssione r shou ld
perform a much less e xecuti ve rol e in relatio n to t he pro motion and
est ablish ment o f Trus t scho ols th an sug gested in th e Whit e Pape r.
Recommendation 20: Becoming a Trust school may be attractive to
some schools, and the DfES should advise and assist those who wish to
do so, but it should be one option in a pluralist schools system. The
promotion of Trust schools should not be an overriding policy objective.
We note that the minority report of some Select Committee members
suggested that schools should be required to become Trust Schools. That is
not our proposal. It will not be compulsory for schools to acquire Trusts -
decisions about the acquisition of Trusts will be taken by schools themselves.
The role of the Schoo ls Com missio ner will be to cha mpion the de velopm ent of 
Tru st sch ools a nd off er advice to those that request it.  He or she will help t o
facilitat e links between schools and po tentia l exte rnal p artner s, as a broker,
focusing his or her e fforts on disadvan taged commun ities to ensure th at the y can
ben efit f rom Tr usts.  The Schools Commissione r will have no role in d ecisio n-
making ab out an y scho ol org anisat ion ma tters – that will be for schoo ls and local
aut horities (with, in some cases, appea ls to the Schools Adjudicator) .
Recommendation 19: We therefore recommend that the Schools
Commissioner should not be or remain a serving DfES civil servant after
appointment and indeed that it might be useful for Government to seek
an appointee from outside DfES. The Commissioner should be
established at arm’s length from the Department reporting to Parliament
through the Select Committee as well as to ministers in DfES. This will
be essential to enable her or him to operate in a more independent
manner and enjoy the confidence of all parties concerned.
Like the Select Committee, we do not want the Schools Commissioner to be a
large, bureaucratic body. Establishing an Office and distinct powers for the
Schools Commissioner would require legislation, would be a lengthy and
costly procedure and would add to the number of non-departmental bodies.  It
would also be unusual to create a statutory office holder purely to offer advice
to schools.  By locating the Schools Commissioner within the DfES, he or she
will also to be able to co-ordinate functions already carried out within the
Department.
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Recommendation 22: There is no reason why a local authority should
not put forward a proposal for a new community school when a
competition for a new school is to be held.
We accept the Select Committee’s view that there may, in some
circumstances, be a case for a new community school based on parental
views, track record and other relevant practical issues.  It is important that
local authorities seriously consider all alternatives to secure the best
education for their community, however, and not just promote local authority
community schools as the default option.
Therefore, if a local authority wishes to enter a community school in a
competition, they should seek the consent of the Secretary of State, who will
want to ensure that the competition is genuinely open.  In these
circumstances, the competition would be judged by the Schools Adjudicator,
rather than the local authority.  In doing so, the Adjudicator would take into
account the track record of the local authority in terms of educational
performance, the degree of diversity in the local school system and parental
preference.
The reason the Secretary of State is involved is because the Adjudicator
cannot both rule on whether a community school proposal should be allowed
and be the decider of the competition.  Where a local authority with a good
track record in education proposes a community school that will command the
support of parents, the Secretary of State will not normally intervene.
Recommendation 24: We recommend, therefore, that all publicly funded
schools should be given the same legal responsibilities in this respect.
Trust Schools are foundation schools in law and so are already covered by
existing legislation in the same way as any other maintained school.
Aca de mie s ar e b ou nd , b y the t er m s of th eir fun din g ag re e me nt (a pp ro ved b y
t he Secr et ar y o f St a te ), to a ct in a cco rd an ce wit h ad mission s leg islat io n .  T his
a lr ea dy ob lig es t he m t o adm it ch ildr e n wh o are n a me d on a SEN sta te me n t, 
a nd t o have reg ar d to th e a dvice o f the ir lo ca l Adm issio n Fo r um – t h is a lso 
b ring s the m int o lo cally ag re ed pr ot o co ls o n p la cem en t of ha r d to p lace pup ils. 
Recommendation 25: We welcome the fact that Ofsted, under its new
inspection regime, is assessing schools against the five Every Child
Matters outcomes, but that still does not ensure that schools will co-
operate with other agencies. A formal duty for schools to cooperate
would put the matter beyond doubt and we recommend that the
Government should legislate for that duty in the forthcoming Bill.
The idea of a duty to cooperate has been debated externally before and
rejected on the basis that it adds little and may, in fact, make relationships
more difficult.
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Although some stakeholders in the children’s services field have previously
called for a duty on schools to co-operate, many have recently moved away
from this position.  They have welcomed the White Paper’s proposal that
schools should be put under a duty to have regard to the Children and Young
People’s Plan covering their local authority area.  We will legislate for this in
the forthcoming Bill.
In addition to the new inspection arrangements, the framework for schools’
own self-evaluation fully reflects Every Child Matters.  School Improvement
Partners will support and challenge schools on their contribution to the five
outcomes and to Every Child Matters more generally, including the provision
of extended services.  School Profiles will give parents information about the
support schools provide for pupils’ well being and any extended services the
school offers.
Successful delivery of Every Child Matters demands co-operation at all levels
and between all service sectors.  We do not see schools as a particular
problem in this regard: indeed, we are very encouraged by the warm welcome
that many schools have given Every Child Matters.
We believe that the best way to ensure that schools work effectively with other
agencies is by providing support, challenge and resources.  We believe that
the incentives and levers that we have put in place, along with the proposed
new duty to have regard to the local Children and Young People’s Plan, will
be sufficient in helping schools to take ownership of Every Child Matters in a
way that respects both the local area’s and the school’s priorities.  The
proposals in the Schools White Paper also build on the vision in the 14 – 19
White Paper of a phase in which young people can choose from a range of
options suited to their needs and delivered through local partnership.
Finally, as commissioners of new schools, local authorities will be able to set
out, as part of a school competition, their expectations as to the sorts of
extended services that the new school will deliver.  In judging the competition,
they will be able to assess proposals against this specification.
Recommendation 27: The Bill needs to be drafted to ensure that where
there continues to be provision of education through community
schools, local authorities are able to provide support as now. This also
fits with our earlier recommendation that local authorities should be
able to propose the establishment of a new community school in a
competition for a new school.
The White Paper proposed no reduction in local authorities' powers in relation
to community schools and in their ability to provide support. There is no
intention of legislating to change their role in this regard
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Recommendation 30: We are firmly of the opinion that fair access
should take top priority, followed by choice and diversity respectively.
There is growing concern and a body of evidence about the relationship
between school admissions and levels of social segregation and
schools need to show that they are aware of their responsibilities to
their communities in general as well as to the children whom they admit.
We propose that a new duty be placed on all schools to promote social
inclusion and community cohesion through all of their institutional
policies and procedures, including their admissions policies.
We are committed to reducing inequalities and ensuring that every child is
able to fulfil their potential.  The forthcoming Bill will place a duty on local
authorities to exercise all of their functions with a view to ensuring this.  Trusts
will also be under a duty to promote community cohesion and good race
relations.
We agree that it is important that any negative impact a school’s admissions
policy may have on levels of social segregation should be identified so that
appropriate action can be taken.  However, we think that local authorities and
Admission Forums are best placed to consider this, taking account of the
overall effect of admission arrangements of all the schools in their area.
Recommendation 32: We recommend therefore that Trust schools and
others be given the duty to operate equitable admission policies for
children with special educational needs across the local authority area,
and that the performance of schools in this regard should be monitored
by local authorities, who would report to the Schools Commissioner to
produce an annual report to Parliament and to DfES.
Legislation already protects the right of children with statements of Special
Educational Needs to be admitted to a named school.  Admission Forums
also have a statutory role to “promote the arrangements for children with
special educational needs”.
Local authorities will be able to report to Admission Forums on how well
admission arrangements of all local schools serve children with special
educational needs.  Admission Forums will be able to produce an annual
report on the impact of admissions policies in their area – this will feed into the
Schools Commissioner’s two-yearly report on fair access (see
recommendation 51 / 55).   In addition, the Bill will allow for local authorities to
propose that a SEN unit be established in any type of school, to ensure that
there is appropriate provision in the local area.
Recommendation 34: We ask the Government to examine the case for
index-linking this funding to inflation and to ensure that its effectiveness
- and the possible need substantially to increase it - is monitored by an
external body.
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We are already committed to linking choice advice funding for local authorities
to deprivation factors. To index link it to inflation would pre-empt the
forthcoming Comprehensive Spending Review.  We will, however,
commission an external evaluation to report on the development of choice
advice, its effectiveness and implications for future policy in this area.
Recommendation 35: Until such time as the distribution of able and well
motivated pupils between schools is better balanced, and the vast
majority of schools are considered by parents to be of acceptable
quality, there are likely to be schools that are regularly oversubscribed.
The aim must be to ensure that the admissions process is as fair and
transparent as possible. We therefore recommend that the Government
looks at the possibility of introducing anonymised admissions.
We absolutely agree that the admissions process must be fair and
transparent. We believe that the system we are proposing will make this even
clearer.
We will give further consideration to the Select Committee’s recommendation.
However, we are concerned that taking the step of anonymising application
forms could incur substantial costs in adapting local authority and school IT
systems. Removing names alone would not be sufficient to anonymise an
applicant: some could be identified by their address – something that many
schools would require in order to assess applications against admission
criteria. It could also cause problems for those schools using sibling criteria if
applications were anonymised.
If a parent believed that an admission authority had departed from its
published admission arrangements when deciding who should be offered a
place, it would be open to them to complain to the Secretary of State that the
school or local authority concerned was acting unreasonably.  The Local
Government Ombudsman also has powers to investigate complaints from
parents where they feel that their applications have not been properly
considered against published admission arrangements.  Admission appeal
panels must also consider whether parents refused a place at a preferred
school have lost out on a place they should have been offered because of an
error or maladministration, and should uphold appeals where this is the case.
Recommendation 37: We recommend that the Government should
develop with local authorities a system to direct additional funding at
individual pupils from disadvantaged backgrounds wherever they live,
possibly using local funding formulae.
Our proposals for personalised learning include specifically earmarking within
the Dedicated Schools Grant (DSG), by 2007-08, £335 million to provide
resources to secondary schools to deliver personalised learning for 11-14
year olds. This funding will be allocated according to prior attainment, as well
as deprivation and total pupil numbers. The Schools Funding announcement
on 7 December 2005 earmarked a further £230 million, by 2007-08, within the
DSG, to support personalisation in primary schools.
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For those schools with the highest number of children who have fallen behind
in English and Maths, we will provide a further targeted £60 million in each of
2006-07 and 2007-08, shared equally across the primary and secondary
sectors, to provide more effective one-to-one and small group tuition.
The £60 million has been allocated to local authorities through the Standards
Fund based on the numbers of schools which have the highest number of
such pupils. Local authorities have been asked to target the money to the
schools that will face the greatest challenges in intervening to improve
progress for children who have fallen behind in English and maths.
The system of distributing funds for schools from central government to local
authorities already takes account of the needs of disadvantaged pupils,
wherever they live.  Funding is based in part on indicators of deprivation,
reflecting poverty and the particular needs of black and ethnic minority
groups.  Just over 10% of the Dedicated Schools Grant is distributed in
response to deprivation – equivalent to £2.8bn in 2006-07 - with a range from
around 5% to 22% for individual local authorities. It is then for local authorities
to decide how to distribute funding to their schools.
In December 2005 the Government published a joint DfES/HM Treasury
report on the ways in which local authorities fund schools to meet the extra
burdens imposed by social deprivation amongst their pupils. Entitled Child
Poverty: Fair Funding for schools, the review: sets out the social class
attainment gap amongst school pupils; illustrates evidence on the ways in
which additional funding can be used to address this issue; and surveys
current practice amongst a sample of authorities.
In parallel, Ministers have asked each local authority to review, in conjunction
with its Schools Forum, the effectiveness of its funding formula in tackling
deprivation. The Department wrote to every local authority in December 2005
asking it to supply, by May 2006, a statement setting out how its funding
formula funds schools for deprivation, and the rationale for its approach.
These statements (which will also seek information about the use of
personalisation funding included in the DSG from April 2006) will be collated
and published by the DfES alongside authority-by-authority attainment data.
We will then monitor local progress on the local reviews. This will give a more
detailed picture of the pattern of funding for deprivation and a basis on which
to consider whether changes to achieve closer targeting are necessary.
Recommendation 39: We recommend that the Government publishes a costing
of the surplus places that may arise because of this demographic change.
Future plans for education spending always take account of the impact of
demography on the pupil population. It will be one of the elements for
consideration in the forthcoming Comprehensive Spending Review.
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Recommendation 44: It is unhelpful for the Secretary of State to cite
evidence from an unfinished research project in support of one of the
Government's proposals without being prepared to make the detail of
that evidence available to us.
 
The Department undertakes a range of analysis as part of policy
development, particularly in high priority areas such as raising standards in
areas of deprivation.  An example of this is the analysis of GCSE performance
in different types of school in disadvantaged areas, attached at Annex A.
The emerging findings referred to by the Secretary of State in evidence to the
Select Committee are attached at Annex B.  We have commissioned further
work on social segregation in schools from the Centre for the Economics of
Education, but it is not yet ready for publication.  As soon as the work is
complete, it will be made available.
Recommendation 46: We recommend that the Government should bring
forward regulations to prohibit interviewing or other proxies for
academic selection as a part of the general schools admissions process
as soon as possible.
The Education and Inspections Bill will include a provision which will make it
unlawful for schools to conduct interviews with children or parents as part of
the process to determine whether they should be admitted.  We shall continue
to permit boarding schools to interview to assess a child’s suitability as a
boarder.
Recommendation 47: The situation concerning partial selection has
been contentious for some time and we believe that the legislation
should be amended to clarify what is and is not allowed.
The legislation relating to partial selection is clear in that it states that
admission authorities for schools may not introduce any new selection by
ability. It is also clear that schools which, before 1998, selected part of their
intake on a different basis from what it would now be permissible to introduce
can continue to do so as long as they do not increase the proportion of
children selected or change the basis for selection.
Recommendation 48: We referred earlier to the recommendations of our
previous reports on selection by aptitude. The Government no longer
collects data on the extent of such selection and justifies it largely on
the grounds that few schools use it. We have not yet been presented
with a credible explanation of the distinction between aptitude and
ability. This is most unsatisfactory and we believe aptitude selection
should now be prohibited in regulations. We also recommend that the
DfES re-examines the current Code of Practice to identify what other
practices should be more closely regulated, prohibited or, conversely,
encouraged.
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The Government believes that schools with a relevant specialism should be
allowed to select up to 10% of their intake in the designated subjects.
We shall examine the existing Admissions Code and consider whether there
are any practices we should encourage or discourage.  We intend to
strengthen the law so that admission authorities must “act in accordance” with
the Code, rather than having to have “regard” to it.  This change will enable us
to set out, in a revised Code, practices that should or should not form part of
schools’ admission arrangements.
Recommendation 49: There remains the question of those schools
which are specifically permitted by the 1998 Act to select wholly by
academic ability. Our previous report dealt with this issue in some detail
and we wish to reiterate our recommendations. We welcome the fact
that that there is now all party agreement that there should be no new
selection by general academic ability.
We remain of the view that, while we have no intention of allowing the
introduction of any new selection by ability, it should be for parents to
determine (via the Grammar School Ballots system) whether their local
grammar schools should retain selective admission arrangements.
Recommendation 50: The Government has consulted on a new Code of
Practice, but has put it on hold while it considers the responses. We
believe that, in the light of our recommendations, the Government
should reconsider what the Code should contain and its fitness for
purpose, and consult again before implementation.
We accept this recommendation and have decided to reconsider the content
of the Code and consult again after the passage of the Education and
Inspections Bill.
Recommendation 51: Local authorities and admissions forums would be
required to monitor closely local admissions arrangements for
compliance with the Code of Practice, to make an objection to the
adjudicator about any which did not comply and to make an annual
report on behalf of the admission forum to the Schools Commissioner.
Recommendation 55. One way to address the low representation of
children from deprived backgrounds in some schools would be for local
authorities to set benchmarks for the secondary schools in their areas
for the numbers of children on free school meals or whose families are
in receipt of Working Families Tax Credit admitted to Year 7 each year.
Each local authority would also be required to make a report annually to
the Schools Commissioner on the social composition of secondary
schools. In turn the Schools Commissioner would report annually on the
position across the country, but should also have sanctions where it
appears that schools or authorities are not addressing these issues of
inequality.
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We agree that local authorities have a responsibility to act as a champion of
parents, and they have powers to object to the School Adjudicator where they
find unfair admission arrangements.
Adm issio n Fo r um s alr ea dy ha ve a re mit t o co n side r h ow we ll a d missio n 
a rr an ge m en ts se rve the ir ar ea ’s ch ild re n, a n d pr o vision s in the Bill will g ive
t he m a new p o we r to ob je ct to t h e Ad jud icat o r.  We will also give Ad mission 
F or um s the p o we r to pr od u ce a n ann ua l r ep or t set t in g ou t t he de ta il of lo ca l
a dm issio n ar r an ge me n ts, how t he y imp a ct o n fair access and h o w pa rt icu la r 
g ro up s are f a ring . It wo u ld b e wro ng fo r th e F or u m to se ek t o set q u ot as fo r
d if fe re n t typ es o f child r en in each sch oo l, bu t this re p or t may includ e det ails of 
F SM a nd ot he r cha ra cte ristics o f int a ke in each sch oo l.  T he Scho ols
Com mission er wo uld dra w upo n th o se r e po rt s as we ll as n a tion a l da ta alre a dy
colle ct e d in dr awin g u p his o r her t wo- ye ar ly na t io na l revie w o f fa ir access (a s
set o ut in Ch ap te r 3 o f the Whit e Pa p er ). 
Our view is that the Adjudicator is the appropriate person to consider
objections that admission arrangements are not in line with the Code, and he
has a good track record in enforcing it.
Recommendation 52: If, within six weeks of being informed of the
conclusions of the admissions forum, the school or schools in question
did not amend their proposed admission arrangements accordingly, the
local authority would be required to make an objection to the schools
adjudicator (at present, the admissions forum cannot itself object to the
adjudicator).
While we do not think that we should place local authorities under a duty to
object in prescribed circumstances, we will be giving Admission Forums the
right to object.  This will allow them to take action where their advice has been
disregarded.
Recommendation 56: We recommend that the DfES works with other
government Departments and those outside Government to construct
more sophisticated measures of deprivation and disadvantage.
 
This recommendation is in line with current developments in the Department
to examine ways of supplementing the information about pupils' eligibility for
free school meals (FSM), including the following:
• We have piloted an area-based measure, developed from
IDACI (Income Deprivation Affecting Children Index), for the value-
added part of the School and College Achievement and Attainment Tables.
• The Centre for the Economics of Education, which the Department
funds, is investigating alternative measures to FSM.
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• We are working with ODPM to develop a local index of child well-
being.
• We are investigating ways of collecting social class data about pupils'
parents as part of PLASC, but are conscious of the additional
burden this would impose on schools.
• We will be looking over the next couple of months, as follow up work
to the DfES/HMT review of Deprivation Funding, at what deprivation
factors would be most suitable for school funding more generally, with
a view to producing some guidance for local authorities.
Recommendation 58: We recommend that the Government looks at this
issue again with a view to establishing much greater safeguards on the
transfer of assets to Trusts through detailed restrictions on disposal of
assets and other issues or by a leasehold-style arrangement.
Direct ownership of its land is an important lever in establishing school ethos
as it empowers the school to accept responsibility for its assets and to plan
strategically to maximise their use.  Local authorities currently do not own the
freeholds of a third of all maintained schools - many already work in
successful partnership with a large proportion or even majority of their schools
which are not local authority owned.   We believe that the system that we will
put in place amounts, in effect, to a leasehold-type arrangement, but without
the bureaucracy that would be required to reach thousands of individual
leasehold agreements.
Our proposals build on existing safeguards for publicly funded land and
buildings and give authorities flexibility to propose strategic use of surplus
foundation or Trust school land, with decision making locally. Authorities must
be informed of all proposed disposals, and where there is not local
agreement, will be able to refer the matter to the Schools Adjudicator for
determination.  We do not propose any change to the stringent disposal
procedures for playing field land by any category of school, where the express
permission of the Secretary of State will continue to be required.
When a school decides to acquire a Trust, most assets will automatically
transfer to the Trust.  However, there may be some local authority assets
attached to a school that are not needed by the school or that are currently
used by other organisations.  Local authorities will be able to agree with
schools whether any such assets should be held back from the transfer.
Where there is disagreement, the Adjudicator will sort out any disputes.
Finally, the assets will revert back to the governing body in the case of a Trust
being removed; or the local authority in the case of school closure (except
where Trust originally provided the land).
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Annex A
Comparisons between Voluntary Aided, Foundation,
Community and Specialist schools in disadvantaged areas
The table below looks at the GCSE performance in 2005 of pupils in different










121 59 638 843
Average
FSM
33% 29% 34% 34%
%5+ A*-C 48% 47% 40% 42%
%5+ A*-C
inc EM
32% 32% 25% 27%
Value
Added
975.4 984.5 969.8 971.6









No of schools 371 472 843
Average FSM 33% 35% 34%
%5+ A*-C 46% 38% 42%




non-specialist schools where more than 21% of the pupils were eligible for free
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Annex B
School Segregation and Admissions Policy:
Background statistics
Summary
Levels of segregation vary from area to area and the reasons for this will
involve a range of school and local factors, including residential patterns.
There are some local authorities with relatively high proportions of pupils in
own admission authority schools that have low levels of segregation, and vice
versa.  Overall there is a low correlation between segregation and the




There are different ways of measuring school segregation.  This paper
focuses on segregation in levels of deprivation, proxied by information
collected in the Pupil Level Annual Schools Census on receipt of Free School
Meals (FSM).  The area over which segregation between schools is measured
could vary from England as a whole to much smaller local areas; the simplest
approach is to consider the local authority (LA), although this area may not
necessarily correspond to a local ‘education market’.  Finally, different
statistics on segregation are available and there is an on-going academic
debate about the most appropriate indicator.  The measure of segregation
used here is the Dissimilarity Index.
{ EMBED Equation.3  }
where
fi is the number of FSM pupils in the ith school
F is the total number of FSM pupils in the LA
ni is the number of non-FSM pupils in the ith school
N is the total number of non-FSM pupils in the LA
The dissimilarity index can be interpreted as the fraction of pupils in the
aggregate area (e.g. the local authority) that would need not to be there for an
even distribution of groups across schools in the area.  The index can lie
between 0 and 1 where 0 is a completely even distribution and 1 is total
segregation.  Note however that the value of D under a random allocation of
pupils to schools will be significantly greater than zero, because a random
allocation will not necessarily be even, which means that technically it is
easier for some authorities than others to have a low level of segregation,




There are the following categories of maintained schools:
• Community schools (In January 2005 there were 2001 of these, of
which 41 were grammar schools)
• Voluntary  controlled (VC) schools (93 secondary schools of which
13 were grammar schools and 38 of which were faith schools – a
school may be both a faith and a grammar school)
• Voluntary aided (VA) schools  (530 secondary schools of which 33
were grammar schools and 489 faith schools -  a school may be both a
faith and a grammar school).
• Foundation schools (507 secondary schools of which 77 were
grammar schools and 9 faith schools - a school may be both a faith
and a grammar school).
VA and foundation schools are responsible for determining their own
admission arrangements within the requirements of the law (which, for
example, prevents the establishment of new grammar schools) and in the light
of the statutory Code of Practice on admissions; admission arrangements for
VC and community schools are set by the LA which maintains the school.
There are two categories of state funded independent schools:
City Technology Colleges (of which there were 14 in January 2005) and
Academies1 (of which there were 15). These are all mixed ability schools.
Table 1.1
Number of pupils in secondary schools by admission policy (in January
2005)
Schools controlling their admissions












selective 19,582 52,386 - - 10,228 29,587
Non-
selective 402,821 435,238 12,402 11,374 78,596 1,834,475
                                             
1 Since January 2005, there have been a further 12 Academies opened.
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Table 1.2
Number of secondary  schools by admission policy (January 2005)
Schools controlling their admissions












selective 33 77 - - 13 41
Non-
selective 497 430 14 15 80 1,960
2. The association between segregation and school admissions
Chart 2.1 shows the proportion of pupils in each local authority attending non-
selective schools which are their own admission authority.  As can be seen,
there is no clear link.  The correlation is 0.17, which implies that only 3% of
the variation in D is associated with variation in the percentage of non-
selective own admission schools.
Chart 2.1
Segregation for FSM compared to the proportion of pupils in non selective own 
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Charts 2.2 and 2.3 show the association between D and the proportion of
schools in two subsets of the ‘own admissions’ group.  Again, there is
considerable variation and low correlation.  These simple statistics do not
show there is no link between admissions and segregation but they indicate
that any effects are likely to be small.  A fuller investigation of the relationship
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The table below provides the data for each authority underlying these charts:
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